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Special Thanks to Our Washington 
Update Sponsor



Medtrade: Bringing the HME 
Community Together

• AAHomecare is proud of our long-standing partnership 
with Medtrade.

• Medtrade continues to evolve – less lecturing; more 
engagement in educational sessions.

• Bidding program track at Medtrade

• A strong trade show is an essential to the overall well-
being of the HME industry.



About IntroductionABOUT AAHOMECARE

• National voice for home medical equipment providers and 
manufacturers in Washington.

• AAHomecare fights for fair regulations and sustainable 
reimbursement rates from government payers.

• Member-driven association: guided by our council structure and 
board of directors.

• Unifying voice for our industry though strong partnerships with 
major stakeholder organizations and state/regional associations.

• Continuing to grow our membership.

YOUR ASSOCIATION, YOUR ADVOCATE, 
YOUR VOICE



Strong Membership Base 
Supports HME Policy Agenda

• In the last 6 months AAHomecare has added 34 new member 
companies, and has brought on 4 new Corporate Partners; now at 
32 partners.

• Increased revenue has allowed us add additional resources to 
support public policy goals, including engaging highly capable 
lobbying and regulatory experts, funding research such as recent 
studies on Patient Access and HME Supplier Costs.

• Stronger participation on AAHomecare councils and workgroups, 
including new workgroups focusing on Retail, Wound Care, 
Incontinence Quality Standards, High Tech & Payer Issues.



Fighting for Better HME Policy 
on Three Main Fronts

• Legislative 

• Regulatory

• Payer Relations



Capitol Hill Advocacy 
Underpins Regulatory Gains

• HR 4229 – introduced on Nov. 3, 2017 – 156 co-
sponsors

• Grassroots advocacy, outreach, and relationship-
building generates considerable Congressional 
interest and support for regulatory actions.

• Critical to success of IFR and ESRD/DMEPOS 
Proposed Rule 

• Adds credibility to AAHomecare and other 
stakeholder meetings with CMS.



Cutting Through the Noise

“I have probably received more calls about [the HME IFR] than 
any other rule put together. Since we’re aware of the urgency to 
members of both parties, I’m interested in getting it out as 
quickly as we possibly can.”

Mick Mulvaney, OMB Chairman – House Appropriations Hearing – April 18, 2018



HME-Related IFR – May 2018

• Relief for suppliers in rural areas and non-contiguous 
states (i.e., Alaska, Hawaii, and US Territories)

• Blend of 50% 2018 rural fee schedule and 50% 2015 
fee schedule beginning June 1, 2018 until December 
31, 2018.

• Acknowledges significant drop in HME supplier 
numbers and recognizes that reduced access to DME 
may put beneficiaries at risk of poor health 
outcomes or increase the length of hospital stays.



ESRD/DMEPOS Proposed Rule –
July 2018

• CBAs open to all suppliers starting Jan. 1 , 2019 until next 
bidding round begins

• CBA pricing will be subject to annual CPI adjustments until the 
next bidding round takes place.

• Implements lead item pricing for future competitive bidding 
rounds.

• Establishes a new method for establishing SPAs under the CBP 
using maximum winning bids.

• Extends the 50/50 blended rate reimbursement rates for rural 
and non-contiguous areas (i.e., Alaska & Hawaii) provided in 
the recent IFR through December 31, 2020.

• Requests additional comments on whether the 50/50 
blended rates should be extended to other non-bid areas and 
will continue to monitor healthcare outcomes and 
information for future ratemaking.



Additional Reforms Sought for 
Proposed Rule

• Increasing Reimbursement Rates in CBAs During Gap 
Period 

• Extending Relief to all Non-Competitive Bidding Areas

• Sustainable Reimbursement Rates for Oxygen

• 300+ DMEPOS-related stakeholder comments; House and 
Senate sign-on letters and Capitol Hill outreach.



What it Takes to Win

• Persistence

• Volume

• Credibility

• Resources



Quote

“The past is your 
lesson. The present is 
your gift. The future is 

your motivation.”



Get in the Game!

• Become an advocate for better HME policy.

o 2019 Washington Legislative Conference – May 22-23

o Grassroots accountability project

• Visit us at booth #1827



Kim Brummett
JAY WITTER

Senior Vice President, 
Public Affairs



The Fight for Rural Relief

• Affordable Care Act allows CMS to use bidding data to set prices in 
non-CB areas.

• Support for HR 5210 & S 2736 lead to 6-months’ relief in CURES 
Act – Dec. 2016

• Work with HHS/CMS results in IFR to “Resume the Transitional 
50/50 Blended Rates to Provide Relief in Non-Competitive Bidding 
Areas” – Aug. 2017

• HR 4229 – introduced on Nov. 3, 2017 – 156 co-sponsors

• IFR finally released; grants 7 months relief to rural suppliers.

• ESRD/DMEPOS Proposed Rule extends rural relief & provides 
chance to lobby for addition non-CBA
relief.



Capitol Hill Engagement Pays 
off in 2017-2018

• IFR 2017 sign-on letters: 104 House – 49 Senate

• Congress affirms support for IFR in March 2018 
Omnibus legislation.

• ESRD/DMEPOS sign-on letters: 138 House – 32 
Senate

• The HME community is being heard on Capitol Hill



CRT Legislation

• HR 3730 – legislation to exempt group 3 manual CRT accessories from 
Competitive Bidding pricing 

o 117 co-sponsors – (57 Republican – 60 Democrat)

• S. 486 – Senate companion legislation to group 3 manual CRT accessories 
from CB pricing

o 25 co-sponsors – (11 Republican – 14 Democrat)

• HR 750 – legislation to establish a separate Medicare benefit category for 
CRT

o 115 co-sponsors – (41 Republican – 74 Democrat)

• AAHomecare continues to work on this with consumer groups, NCART, 
and other stakeholders. This legislation is 
still a priority for all. 

• Next steps



What Will the 116th Congress 
Look Like?

• Current Senate – 51 Republicans, 49 Democrats

• Not seeking re-election – 3 Republicans

• Current House – 235 Republicans, 193 Democrats (7 
vacant)

• Not seeking re-election – 38 Republicans, 18 Democrats

• Challenges and opportunities if House or Senate 
majorities change



116th Congress – Potential Issues

• Stopping the expansion of the CB

• Limiting the impact of CURES Medicaid cuts

• Audit Reform

• Prior Authorization



Your Efforts Make a Difference On 
Capitol Hill

• Legislators need to hear how your business and your 
beneficiaries are impacted, and that you are looking for 
their support by co-sponsoring legislation, joining on 
sign-on letters, and taking concerns to leadership and 
committee chairs/ranking members.

• AAHomecare Washington Legislative Conference – May 
22-23



Kim Brummett

Vice President, 
Regulatory Affairs



Accomplishments 2018 

• CMS fixed an issue that has existed in the claims processing systems for 
years where physicians who are no longer in PECOS due to retiring or 
expiring were not extended for 13 months to allow DMEPOS claims to 
process.  Now even if a prescriber retires or expires, claims will continue to 
be paid up to 13 months.

• CMS rescinded a requirement for supplier to obtain revised oxygen CMNs 
for all patients on more than 1 liter flow per 24 hours.  Preventing tens of 
thousands of CMNS being required and risking false claims based on 
requiring suppliers to educate physicians to answer question 5 on the CMN 
untruthfully.

• CMS and the DME MACs announce the addition of modifiers to the oxygen 
LCD that allows claims to deny appropriately when a beneficiary does not 
qualify for coverage.



Accomplishments 2018,
Continued

• CMS Proposed Rule Competitive Bidding Reform included many 
industry recommendations:

o Clearing price – Winning bid

o Lead item bidding

o Extension of the 50/50 blend for rural and non-contiguous 
areas from 1/1/2019 through 12/31/2020



Regulatory Goals 2018

Monitor, evaluate and respond to Competitive Bidding 2019 
reforms.  Ensure industry is educated and prepared for bidding.

• AAH Response to IFR extending 50/50 blend
• AAH Response to Proposed Rule CMS-1691-P
• Developed workgroup to develop coordinated educational 

programs for industry including CQRC, VGM, Medgroup and 
others.

• Developed Medtrade Fall and Spring 2019 education tracks for 
competitive bidding

.



Regulatory Goals 2018

Evaluate, review and respond to all issues advanced notices of proposed rules, proposed 
rules, LCD revisions, MUE adjustments within the timeframe specified; including 
MedPAC recommendations to expand competitive bidding and make additional changes 
to DMEPOS requirements.   Follow-up with CMS and other entities on comments 
submitted as appropriate.

Date Letter/Comment Office

1/23/2018 CMS RFI-10661 CURES Medicaid PRA CMS

2/10/2018 CMS MUE edits for MCD_MCD MUE_v2018q3_020118 CMS

2/13/2018 OMHA DAB Medicare Appeals Precedent Rule OMHA

3/9/2018 Proposed Rule - Agency Information Collection Activities: Submission for OMB Review; PMD PA CMS

3/19/2018 CMS Proposed Rule - RIN 2900-AP02 Dept. Veterans Affairs Department Veterans Affairs

5/29/2018 Feedback Ventilator Templates CMS

6/4/2018 Provider Documentation Manual Chapter One Feedback CMS

6/13/2018 Feedback Blook Glucose Monitoring Templates CMS

6/13/2018 Letter to Secretary Azar CB Reform Recommendations HHS

6/14/2018 Letter to Secretary Azar President's Budget HHS

7/6/2018 CMS-1687-IFC CMS

7/10/2018 PMD PA

8/15/2018 Response to OIG Report on Replacement PAP Supplies OIG

8/20/2018

Comments on CMS-1691-P, “Medicare Program; End-Stage Renal Disease Prospective Payment 

System, , Durable Medical Equipment, Prosthetics, Orthotics and Supplies (DMEPOS) Competitive 

Bidding Program (CBP) and Fee Schedule Amounts, and Technical Amendments to Correct Existing 

Regulations Related to the CBP for Certain DMEPOS1

CMS

8/22/2018
Comments on CMS-1720-NC, “Medicare Program; Request for Information Regarding the Physician 

Self-Referral Law”
CMS



Regulatory Goals 2018,

Research regulatory and statutory requirements for only 
physicians to sign orders under Medicaid.   Develop strategy in 
collaboration with other interested entities to pursue a change to 
§440.70.
• Workgroup developed and met over the last few months to 

analyze regulations and determine best approach to CMS IF the 
issue can be addressed through regulatory guidance.   Analysis 
determined that the requirement is based in statute. 

• AAH to evaluate where this issue fits with legislative priorities 
going forward.



Regulatory Goals 2018

Work with CMS to issue a change in guidance related to assigned 
and non-assigned billing on the same date of service, also known 
as fragmented billing for DMEPOS. 

• Workgroup established and reviewed history of the requirement 
and best approach to CMS. 

• History shows this issue historically specific to physician billing 
and the word ‘supplier’ was added in guidance in 2005.

• Oversight of this issue falls within the Chronic Care Policy Group 
at CMS.   Currently determining next steps in our approach.



Competitive Bidding: Next Steps

• Comments on proposed rule due September 10, 2018

• Final rule to be issued by November 1, 2018

• AAH will evaluate, summarize and disseminate content

• Rule effective date January 1, 2019

• Anticipate competitive bidding will begin as early as end of first 
quarter 2019

• Anticipate competitive bidding will begin January 1, 2021



Competitive Bidding: Education

Medtrade Fall 2018 Session:
• The New Competitive Bidding – Proposed Rule and Other Positive 

Changes held Monday afternoon
• The New Competitive Bidding – Operating in the “Gap” Period 

held Monday afternoon
• The New Competitive Bidding – Lead Item Pricing and Clearing 

Price held Monday afternoon

REMAINING SESSIONS:

• The New Competitive Bidding – As the Experts – Tuesday 4:00-
5:00 Room C204

• The New Competitive Bidding – Preparation for and 
Submission of Bid Packet  - Wednesday 9:00-10:00 
Room C203



Competitive Bidding: Education

Website – Created and Updated by AAH, VGM, 
MED Group, CQRC, ResMed

• www.dmecbpeducation.com 
• Content:
o Educational materials
o On line education/webinars
o Schedule of in-person educational events and 

locations
o More to come



E-Prescribing Initiatives 2018

• AAH evaluated 4 current vendors of E-Prescribing applications

• Created a one-day workshop/demonstration with CMS, MITRE (E-
Prescribing contractor) and all 4 vendors

• Created a panel discussion for Medtrade Fall 2018 that was held 
Monday morning.  All 4 vendors participated to educate attendees

• Working with CMS on next steps with contractor on 
environmental survey and  plans to move the initiative forward

• Planned E-Prescribing panel for Spring Medtrade 2019



OMHA ALJ BACKLOG



OMHA ALJ BACKLOG

Next Step:    Meeting scheduled in November with CMS Appeals Group and OMHA and 
industry representatives to continue discussions on settlement options, QIC 
demonstration and serial appeals initiatives 
.



CURRENT CERT IMPROPER PAYMENT RATE

For DMEPOS,78.7% of improper payments are due to insufficient documentation and 
only 4% are due to medical necessity



Kim Brummett
LAURA 
WILLIARD

Vice President, 
Payer Relations

@williardlaura



Key Challenges

• Medicare based pricing

• Sole source contracting/Narrowed networks. 

• Pressure to reduce Medicaid spending.

• High administrative costs with MCO plans

• Item based pricing for DME



Medicaid Landscape-CURES

• 75,179,773 Medicaid Enrollees Nationwide

• 72.70% of Medicaid Beneficiaries are enrolled in 
Medicaid MCO

• Cures impacting 20.5 million beneficiaries directly

• Cures impacting 54.6 million beneficiaries indirectly 
through MCO plans following Medicaid rates



CURES Legislation

• Will limit the federal contribution for DMEPOS for 244 select E, K, and A 
codes.  List available from CMS or AAHomecare

• States can still set their own payment rates to ensure access to care.

• States do not have to do anything to be in compliance with this regulation.

✓ States can change rates to Medicare pricing for Cures codes only

✓ Complete reconciliation with CMS by 3/30/2019

• Rules of Cures Guidance

✓ Primary Fee For Service Claims Only

✓ No MCO

✓ No secondary claims

✓ Aggregate expenditure for HCPCS code listing only

✓ Include area patient lives or reconciliation will occur to lowest Medicare 
allowable in the state



AAHomecare Cures Update

• 28 State Medicaid Meetings
• ESRD Proposed Rule Gives more flexibility for implementing rural 

rates in rural areas
• Working with Alabama on reconciliation by area. Access issues 

now occurring per state 
• Daily Billing Reconciliation
• Nevada completing retro recoupments back to 1/1/17 due to not 

implementing SPA approved by CMS.  
• Opening of SPA creating opportunity for CMS to implement 

ruling that NP and PA cannot order DME due to it being a HH 
benefit.

• Tennessee used Cures idea to implement Medicare pricing 
mandate for MCOs for budget cuts in PMPM. 



State Responses on CURES

CURES Medicaid Implementation Analysis (updated Oct. 8, 2018)

States Already At Or Below Medicare Rates (6)

DC – Mississippi  – Nevada [will be reducing to 2018 rates] – Virginia  – West Virginia - California

States Changing Rates to Medicare (11)

Vermont [all HCPCS] – Montana [ll HCPCS but CRT] – Washington [all HCPCS but CRT] – Colorado [CURES 
codes only] – Kentucky [Cures codes only] -Alabama [CURES codes only] – North Dakota [CURES codes only] –
Connecticut [CURES codes only] – Maine [need information on which codes] – Massachusetts [need 
Information on which codes]  - Tennessee [Cures codes directive to MCO plans]

States Not Changing Rates (13)

Florida – Georgia – Hawaii – Michigan – Minnesota – North Carolina – Ohio – Pennsylvania – South Carolina –
Iowa – Texas – Indiana – Rhode Island

States Accepting Proposal on Limited HCPCS/Multi Year Roll Out (2)

Missouri - Wisconsin

States Currently Analyzing Fee Schedule and Data (10)

Oregon – Illinois – Kansas – New York – Oklahoma – New Hampshire – Wisconsin – Nebraska – South Dakota -
Alaska

**Information based on meetings and/or discussions with state Medicaid plans or State 
Plan Amendments filed with CMS.  Listing is subject to change as further analysis occurs.  
States not listed have not discussed their plans or filed State Plan Amendments.  



Medicaid MCO Strategy

• State associations relationships with state Medicaid programs 
even when population is mainly MCO

• Collaborate with state associations and state Medicaid 
programs to evaluate RFP for new MCO states and existing as 
they are up for renewal

• Some states have allowed for submission of regulations for 
review by state to be entered into RFP 
✓ consistent medical policy 
✓ consistent prior approval policy
✓ Medicaid rate floor
✓ Timeframes for switching plans



AAHomecare State Legislation 
Workgroup

• Wins can be found at state level

• Consistency among states benefits industry

• Workgroup being developed to create packet of information 
for use with state legislators

• Creating sample state legislative language that can be 
modified for needs of the state



State Legislative Items-Not 
Just a Federal Fight

• Medicaid Rates-Payment Floor
• Medicaid Rates cannot follow competitive bidding
• No Audits for Medical Necessity for Prior Approved Items
• Consistent Medical Policy for State Medicaid Programs
• Audit and Recoupment timeframes
• Sole Source-Narrow Network Elimination or Approval
• Opt in or Out of Sole Source Arrangements
• MCO Ownership of own DME company
• Proof Of Delivery Consistency



Tricare Contractor 
Changes/Cures Payback

• Tricare Contracts Changed Effective 1/1/2018
• Tricare West-HealthNet Federal Services

✓March 31, 2018-Last day to contact UHC for claims prior to 12/31/17.
✓April 1, 2018-UHC Call center closes
✓April 30, 2018-Last day to submit claims & appeals to UHC

• Tricare East-Humana Military Services
✓WPS-New Claims Processor

o Providers must enroll with WPS for EMC, ERA, and EFT
o Payer ID-TREST

• Backlog in claims on both contractors
• Backlog in providers being loaded into system
• Verify if you are on their provider network for all locations
• Tricare Cures Payback
• Formal Complaint to Defense Health Agency



United Health Care 
Recoupments

• Recoupment Letters being mailed to providers
• Intent of Recoupment

✓ Medicare Advantage Product
✓ Rental Months 4-13 where 25% payment reduction not taken

• Issues with Recoupments
✓ Involve months 1-3
✓ Involve changes from CPAP to BiPap
✓ Paid to purchase-Past Timely Filing to recoup purchase

• Providers review claims and appeal all incorrect 
• Providers appeal each audit letter in it’s entirety due to purchase price 

met issues
• AAHomecare created letter for suppliers for appeal
• Attempting to obtain meeting with UHC
• Submitted information to UHC

✓ Confirmation of forwarding issue to appropriate authority
✓ Some Suppliers having recoup letters now rescinded



Open Access for Quality 
Outcomes

• Workgroup developed to promote access to care, patient 
choice, quality outcomes

• Working on reference materials to be used in education with 
plans and legislative staff on importance of patient choice and 
issues with sole source arrangements

• Partner with Patient Advocacy Groups
• Patient and Case Manager Surveys
• Schedule meetings with payers limiting access to care
• White paper available 



Payer Relations Resources-
Tools for Managed Care Rate 
Discussions 

• aahomecare.org/advocacy/payer-relations-resources

• Cures Legislation for Medicare Advantage/Medicare-Based Plans

✓ Legal Language regarding plans pegging rates to Medicare and their obligations as rates change

✓ Contractual Language may trump

• Medicare Regional Pricing Comparison

✓ Shows drastic rate decreases in Medicare Pricing

✓ Use Opportunity to discuss CB Program and what it has done to industry

▪ True Cost of HME Study-Executive Summary

✓ Dobson Davanzo, LLC Completed-Actuary Firm in DC Area

✓ Data and facts around unsustainable reimbursement based on Medicare rates

• Sample Provider Letter to DOD on Cures

✓ Information provided citing legislation tying reimbursement to Medicare rates

✓ Use when rates change with Medicare and contractual renegotiations occur with contractors

• Summary of Medicaid Cures Implementation

✓ Information for discussion with State Medicaid Programs

✓ Information for discussion with Medicaid MCO plans incorrectly linking rates to Medicare based on Cures

✓ Use with “Federal Match for DME Expenditures & Medicaid Payment Rates Analysis (January 2017)-Legal Opinion from 
B&F

• New Supplier Tracking

✓ Information on Suppliers and Locations out of Business by State 



Questions
QUESTIONS?






